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PROGRAM NOTES
Overture to "The Marriage of Figaro".

. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

"Nowadays, what cannot be spoken is sung," a paraphrase of Figaro's
line from Act I, Scene 2, can be applied to the controversy surrounding the
inception of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro , and the play on which it was
based. Beaumarchais' sequel to Le Barbier de Seville was the second in a
trilogy involving the same characters. Called "the overture to revolution " in
its own time, it contains enough political satire and sexual license to have
been denied production for the first seven years of its existence. Beaumarchais
himself, whose careers varied from clockmaker to arms-smuggler, can be
seen as the voice behind Figaro's great political speech in the last act (that
Mozart and da Ponte sagaciously omitted) which offended virtually every
faction of French politics . Against this background, Mozart's choice of libretti may seem rash , but such a gamble insured that his work would be a
success , if not for its music, then for its risque history.
Not having written an Italian comic opera since 1775 (save two fragments,
L'Oca def Cairo and Lo Sposo Deluso), Mozart began composition on his
new opera between October and November 1785, and it premiered on May 1,
1786. He entered the overture in his catalogue on April 29, two days before
the first performance. The overture is a D major sonata-form movement,
which according to Mozart himself, "cannot be fast enough." It is the only
overture from his famous operas which contains no themes from the opera
itself Rather, it sets the atmosphere for the comedy to come with its relentless
sixteenth-notes and ceaseless action . Even the first subject, which is an
uneven seven bars long (rather than eight), seems to indicate the plays subtitle,
The Crazy Day. The string figurations are answered by stately fanfares in
the horns. ("Horn" in both Italian and German also means "cuckold.") The
overture persists with sharp contrasts of piano and fortissimo, with fortepiano
and sforzato accents. In fact, all the dynamic contrasts in the overture are
sudden alterations, save the crescendo at the coda. In this gradual build-up
over a period of almost twenty bars, Mozart effectively uses the Mannheim
crescendo, a device developed by Stamitz and the Mannheim school to increase excitement and intensity. Mozart originally planned a slow middle
section in D minor and 6/ 8 meter; he later changed his mind, perhaps even
after the first performance. This omission would explain the lack of a development in a sonata-form movement; instead, there is only a 16-bar dominant
pedal leading directly into the recapitulation.
Concerto No. 27 for Piano and
Orchestra in B-flat Major, K. 595

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Entered into his thematic catalogue on January 4, Mozart's twenty-seventh piano concerto was the first work he completed in 1791 , the year of his
death. However, watermarks on the autograph manuscript imply that it was
first planned in 1788, at the same time as the last three symphonies. This
concerto is similar to the symphony in G minor, particularly in that both begin

with an atypical one-measure preface of accompanimental figures that establish the 'atmosphere' of a key . The twenty-seventh piano concerto was probably
premiered on March 4, 1791 , at a concert benefiting the clarinetist Joseph Beer.
This was possibly Mozart 's final public performance.
Beginning with his first essays into the genre in 1767, Mozart's interest in
the piano concerto was one of great variety and longevity. Upon his move to
Vienna in 1781, he began a new phase in his piano concerto writing. In this
period, he defined his personal style, and in the process, established the ideals
of form that would hold well into the nineteenth century. The twenty-seventh
piano concerto , however, retreats from symphonic standards in its orchestral
writing, which is refined to a chamber music texture. In addition , Mozart
allowed an unusual melodic doubling in the last statement of the second movement's theme, with unisons in the piano , violin , and flute .
The first movement of the B-flat concerto contains a large amount of
ritomello figuration and a tendency to vacillate between the major and minor
modes. Its development is filled with disorienting modulations to extreme keys
and a frequent use of the affecting Neapolitan chord. The second movement is
a ternary Larghetto of the Romance variety . Orchestrated transparently, its
melody is one of the most beautiful and simple that Mozart wrote. The third
movement contains 6/ 8 hunting rhythms, but of a more sedate nature than
similar movements of Mozart's.
Mozart's last piano concerto holds a special place among his output. Its
autumnal grace and latent sorrow hint that "it was not in his Requiem that he
said his last word, however, but in this work, which belongs to a species in
which he also said his greatest." (Alfred Einstein , 1945) .

Symphony No. 40 in G minor, K. 550 .

. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart

Mozart's fortieth symphony, more than any of his others, has occasioned
the greatest amount of critical commentary and poetic whimsy of the most
varied sort. Shortly after his death , the symphony was even subjected to an
extensive musical "correction" in the name of good taste, or "gout," by the critic
de Momigny, mostly due to the harmonic "liberties" Mozart allowed himself
Fortunately, interpretations such as this have been discredited. Some critics
saw this symphony as ''fatalistic" or "a work ofpassion , violence, and grief, "
while other listeners, such as Robert Schumann, interpreted it as "nothing but
lightness , grace, and charm." An 1804 review in the Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung found in the work "a mind swayed by passion , ranging from the
extremity of grief to the borders of the sublime," whereas by 183 6, the symphony was viewed as the "model of delicacy and naivete."
Part of the wide-spread application of tragic associations to the G minor
symphony may have to do with Mozart's choice of key. Three of the four movements are in G minor, a key Mozart often used to great effectiveness, as in his
G minor string quintet. While this key may not have held for Mozart "the expression of feelings of ardent and troubled melancholy, infinitely impassioned"
as one critic has claimed, it does seem to hold programmatic associations.
Mozart wrote his three last symphonies (Nos. 39-41) during a three-week
period in the summer of 1788. The romanticized belief that these works were
never performed during Mozart's lifetime was long held, but scholars now
believe that they were in fact performed, possibly at one of the Casino concerts.
The symphony opens directly with the accompaniment to the first subject,
which enters after one bar and is comprised of a repeating sigh-figure in the

violins. The development section moves into F-sharp minor, the key farthest
removed from G minor. The second movement, in E-flat major, commences
with different voices creating overlapping dissonances as they enter, with a
chromatic figure in the basses. This figure, which spans a minor third by
semitone, appears in other instruments and transpositions in the development.
The third movement, in minuet-trio form , is notable in that Mozart displaces
the standard minuet rhythm with hemiola in the violins , while retaining the
strong triple meter in other instruments. The last movement is one of relentless speed; the development is possibly Mozart 's most harmonically advanced.
It opens with a statement of the first subject implying B -jlat minor, then continues with harmonically centerless sections of the phrase. In these few measures, Mozart states all twelve notes of the chromatic scale. He goes on after
further modulations to a fugato in the strings; the development ends on a diminished seventh chord. The recapitulation is virtually exact, and the movement
ends with no relaxation in intensity .
Mozart's G minor symphony is remarkable in its exception to the rules of
Viennese symphonic writing: its relentless chromaticism, thematic expansion ,
dynamic intensity, and heavy reliance on the minor mode conflict with the
ideals of "gout" and the "galant" that were so widely admired. Whether such
a transcendence was due to specific sources of grief or tragedy is the subject of
numerous hypotheses; no matter what Mozart 's state of mind was in the summer
of 1788, he has left the symphonic repertory with a work of enduring beauty,
pathos, and ambiguity .
- Notes by Angela Marroy
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